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Abstract: The synthesis of the sulfur-bridged iron(II) complexes (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 is described. Differences in the steric con
straints of the tetradentate N2S2 donor ligands MM'-dimethyl-M,M-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)ethylenediamine (LH2) and MM-
dimethyl-MM-bis(2-mercaptoethyl)-l,3-propanediamine (VH2) are reflected in the physical properties of the complexes. 
Magnetic and Mossbauer studies over a temperature range show both (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 to contain high spin iron(II) (S = 
2) atoms which are antiferromagnetically coupled leading to an overall 5 = 0 ground state. The extent of coupling is substan
tially greater in (FeLh, however, which has a more constrained geometry and a shorter nonbonded iron-iron distance. The re
versible reaction of (FeL)2 with carbon monoxide to give crystalline FeL(COh is described. Analogous chemistry with alkyl 
isocyanides leads to FeL(CNR)2, R = CH3 or J-C4H^ Under the same conditions, (FeL')2 does not react with these ligands. 
The similarity between the physical and chemical properties of (FeL)2 and [Fe(CyS)2],,, cys = "SCFhCH(NH3

+)-
(CO2

-), is noted. 

There has been much recent interest in the synthesis and 
characterization of iron-sulfur complexes.1'2 The attention 
given to this area by coordination chemists stems largely from 
the recognition of redox active iron-sulfur cores in a wide va
riety of proteins.3"7 Many of these proteins embody «Fe-«S* 
units that release hydrogen sulfide upon mild acidification. 
Analogues of the iron-sulfur protein cores for n = 2 and n = 
4 have been prepared and well characterized.2 Other iron-
sulfur proteins are known or thought to contain Fe-SCHiR 
linkages, in which the thiolate donor ligand is cysteine.3,4 Iron 
cysteinate complexes have been studied, but definitive struc
tural information is lacking.8"13 

The studies described in the present series of papers14"16 

were undertaken with the objectives of (1) synthesizing iron 
sulfur complexes in which the sulfur donor ligand is saturated 
(i.e., R - C H 2 - S - ) and with no additional stabilizing w acid 
ligands such as CO, CsHs - , or a porphyrin ring; (2) producing 
high spin iron centers and, in the case of sulfur-bridged com
pounds, evaluating the magnetic exchange between the iron 
atoms; and (3) examining the effects of ligand constraints on 
the physical properties and chemical reactions of the iron 
complexes. The rationale underlying these objectives is de
scribed in part elsewhere.1 

To achieve these aims, the ligands LH2 and L 'H 2 were 
synthesized. Geometric considerations suggested that high-spin 
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complexes of L would be much more strained than those of L', 
an expectation verified by subsequent x-ray structural inves
tigations of iron and zinc complexes of these ligands.17'18 In 
particular, the long iron-nitrogen bond lengths (2.2-2.35 A) 
in high spin iron complexes of L produce angular strain in the 
five-membered ethylenediamine chelate ring of (FeL)2 that 
is relieved in the analogous six-membered 1,3-propanediamine 
chelate ring of (FeL')2 (Figure I).1 8 

In the present paper we describe an improved synthesis of 
the ligands and their iron(II) complexes, magnetic and 
Mossbauer data that fix the oxidation and spin states, and 
reactions with carbon monoxide and alkyl isocyanides. Three 
subsequent papers report the results of a detailed magnetic 
analysis of (FeL)2 and (FeL')2,u the oxidative addition re
action of nitrosonium ion with (FeL)2 and (CoL)2 and the 
x-ray crystal structures of the products,15 and the synthesis of 
mononuclear iron nitrosyl complexes together with the mo
lecular structure determination of FeL(NO).1 6 
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Figure 1. Structures of (FeL)2 (top) and (FeL'h (bottom) as determined 
by x-ray diffraction. The primed and unprimed atoms are related by a 
crystallographic center of symmetry. Bond distances are in A units. Full 
details are given in ref 18. 

Experimental Procedure 
Material and Methods. All compounds were prepared from com

mercially available starting materials used without further purifica
tion. Passage of CO through alkaline pyrogallol to remove oxygen 
impurities819 had no effect on spectral properties of the carbonyl 
derivative of (FeL)2. Methyl isocyanide20 and tert-buty\ isocyanide21 

were prepared by literature methods, and freshly distilled before 
use. 

The synthesis and handling of all iron complexes and their solutions 
were carried out under inert atmosphere using either prepurified ni
trogen or argon. Freshly opened, deaerated reagent grade solvents 
were used without further purification except for acetonitrile which 
was distilled from calcium hydride prior to use. 

Microanalyses were performed by Galbraith Laboratories, Knox-
ville, Tenn. Melting points were obtained by packing standard capil
laries in a drybox and sealing them off under nitrogen with melted 
paraffin. The values reported are uncorrected. 

The magnetic susceptibilities of the compounds (50-100 mg sam
ples) were measured by the Faraday method over the temperature 
range 80 < T < 400 K. The calibrant was Hg[Co(NCS)4].22-24 Each 
sample was run at three field strengths in the range 6-10 kOe, and the 
results were averaged to give the final value. Diamagnetic corrections 
were computed using tabulated constants.25 

Mossbauer spectra were recorded and analyzed in two laboratories. 
Room temperature spectra for all compounds, and at 87 K for (FeL)2, 
were measured by members of the research group of Professor C S . 
Wu, Department of Physics, Columbia University. Other measure
ments at lower temperature, as well as magnetically perturbed 
Mossbauer experiments, were performed and analyzed by Dr. George 
Lang, at Harwell, England. Details of the experimental methods 
employed can be found in publications by these workers.26'27 

Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were recorded on a 
Varian Associates A-60A spectrometer. Tetramethylsilane (Me4Si) 
was added as an internal chemical shift calibrant, and all shifts are 

reported in parts per million downfield from Me4Si (<5). Solution 
electronic spectra were recorded with a Cary 17 or Cary 14 spectro
photometer using 1-cm matched quartz cells. Visible and near-ir 
spectra of solids were also taken on these instruments by impregnating 
Nujol mulls of the solids on filter paper. Filter paper saturated with 
Nujol was used in the reference beam in these cases. Infrared spectra 
of solids were recorded on Nujol mulls between alkali-halide disks. 
Solution samples were taken in 0.1-mm pathlength NaCl cells. 
Polystyrene was used as the calibrant. Mass spectra were recorded 
by electron impact (EI) on a Finnigan 3300 mass spectrometer, util
izing a Finnigan 6000 data system. Reported spectra give m/e values 
for the most abundant ions. 

Synthesisof Ligands. N,JV' -Dimethyl- N,N' -bis(2-mercaptoethyl)-
ethylenediamine (LH2). Ethylene sulfide (33.5 g, 0.56 mol) in 10-20 
ml of benzene was added dropwise to a warm, but not refluxing, so
lution of JV.JV'-dimethylethylenediamine (24.5 g, 0.28 mol) in 100 ml 
of benzene. The heat was removed and the solution stirred overnight. 
The resulting solution was washed twice with 5 ml of water, and then 
thoroughly dried over MgSO4. Filtration and removal of the benzene 
by rotary evaporation (followed by vacuum to remove last traces of 
solvent) yielded 50.7 g (87%) of pure LH2 , as judged by proton NMR 
and TLC (one component on silica with methanol as the eluent). 
Further proof that the ligand synthesized is as formulated comes from 
the x-ray structures of metal complexes containing L.15-18 ,28 

N,N' -Dimethyl- JV, N' -bis(2-mercaptoethyl)-l,3-propanediamine 
(L'Hi). Comparable yields of L'H2 are obtained in the same manner 
as that for LH2, where JV,JV'-dimethyl-l,3-propanediamine is sub
stituted for JV.JV'-dimethylethylenediamine in the same molar 
quantity. 

The syntheses of LH2 and L'H2 carried out under a nitrogen at
mosphere generally gave better products. The ligands could be stored 
for months at room temperature under a blanket of nitrogen, which 
prevents air oxidation. (Caution: The ligands have been found to cause 
severe allergic reactions (dermatitis and blistering), and physical 
contact with the compounds or their vapors should be avoided.) 

NMR: LH2, CDCl3, S 1.83 (s, 2 H), 2.25 (s, 6 H), 2.42-2.75 
(complex multiplet, 12 H); L'H2 , CDCl3, d 1.59 (quintet, J = 8 Hz, 
2 H), 1.88 (s, 2 H), 2.20 (s, 6 H), 2.29-2.76 (complex multiplet 12 H) 
(s = singlet). 

Synthesis of Iron Complexes. [Fe(C8Hi8N2S2)J2, (FeL)2. (a) The 
disulfide of ligand L was prepared by bubbling air through the neat 
liquid over molecular sieves (Linde no. 4A). The slightly yellow oil 
obtained was taken up in toluene and filtered, after which the solvent 
was removed. Oxidation was judged to be complete on the basis of 
infrared (disappearance of the S-H stretching vibration at about 2500 
cm - 1 ) and NMR (disappearance of the sulfhydryl proton absorption) 
spectra. 

Iron pentacarbonyl (2.3 g, 0.012 mol) was added to 2.4 g (0.012 
mol) of ligand (L)-disulfide in 50 ml of toluene. The solution was 
refluxed overnight, then allowed to cool. The resulting precipitate was 
filtered, washed with benzene and pentane, and dried under vacuum; 
yield 0 .40g(l3%). 

Anal. Calcd for C8Hi8N2S2Fe: C, 36.63; H, 6.92; N, 10.68; S, 
24.48. Found: C, 36.57; H, 7.17; N, 10.56; S, 24.22. 

When the above reaction was run in dimethylformamide or ben
zene, a deep burgandy color was observed upon cooling of the reaction 
mixture. This color is presumed to be due to the dicarbonyl derivative 
of (FeL)2 (vide infra); however, attempts to isolate the dicarbonyl 
complex from these reaction mixtures were unsuccessful. Concen
tration of these solutions by slow evaporation in a stream of nitrogen 
affords (FeL)2, but no FeL(CO)2. 

(b) A filtered solution of ferric acetylacetonate (7.1 g, 0.02 mol) 
in 100 ml of toluene was added quickly to a solution OfLH2 (21 g, 0.1 
mol) in 300 ml of toluene. The solution was mixed only briefly, then 
allowed to stand overnight. The resulting microcrystalline precipitate 
was filtered, washed thoroughly with toluene and ether, and dried in 
vacuo. The yield was 4.96 g (95%, based on Fe). 

Anal. Found: C, 36.64; H, 6.78; N, 10.56; S, 24.09. 
Ir: 1342, 1309, 1296, 1272, 1265(sh), 1238, 1217(w), 1210, 1197, 

1158,1142, 1131(w), 1102, 1078, 1046, 1030, 1018, 960(w),946(w), 
942, 922, 884, 765, 740, 673 (mult), 578, 524, 515, 465(br), 430 
cm - 1 . 

MS: 50 V; most intense peak, m/e 262 (100%), parent peak m/e 524 
(4), 326 (7), 234 (19), 216 (22), 201 (17), 188 (24), 145 (34), 102 
(15), 99(17). 

[Fe(C9H20N2S2)J2, (FeL')2. (a) The synthesis of (FeL')2 using 
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Fe(CO)S is analogous to that of (FeL)2 described above. The yields 
are very poor, about 1%. 

(b) Synthesis via thiol reduction of Fe(acac)3 is the preferable route, 
as described above for (FeL)2. High yields (>90%) of crystalline 
(FeL')2 are attained; mp >200 0C. 

Anal. Caicd for C9H20N2S2Fe: C, 39.13; H, 7.29; N, 10.14; S, 
23.22. Found: C, 39.14; H, 6.91; N, 9.99; S, 23.08. 

Ir: 1328, 1305, 1291, 1271, 1252 (w), 1229 (mult), 1219 (w), 1197, 
1150, 1140, 1130, 1110, 1068 (sh), 1060, 1039 (mult), 1009 (w), 991, 
979, 966, 942 (mult), 920, 894 (w), 868 (w), 832 (2), 782 (w, sh), 772, 
730, 672, 550, 520 (w), 506, 469, 438 (mult) cm"1. 

MS: 50 V; most intense peak m/e 276 (100%), parent peak m/e 524 
(1), 491 (3), 431 (2), 248 (19), 215 (58), 202 (38), 187 (36), 154 (45), 
145(26), 131 (23), 113(28), 91 (37), 70 (38), 58 (26). 

Fe(CgHi8N2S2XCO)2, FeL(CO)2. Seventy-five milliliters of deaer-
ated dichloromethane was added to (FeL)2 (3.20 g, 6.1 mmol). Carbon 
monoxide was immediately bubbled vigorously through the solution 
with warming (35-40 0C) until it was deep red. Addition of 75 ml of 
THF along with heating and CO bubbling was carried out quickly 
until the total volume was reduced to about 75 ml. The solution was 
filtered and 200 ml of petroleum ether was added under a CO blanket, 
and the solution placed at —15 0C overnight. Filtration under nitrogen 
atmosphere and drying in vacuo yielded 3.37 g (87% yield) of red, air 
stable microcrystals; > 110 0C dec. The compound FeL(CO)2 can also 
be synthesized by stirring a suspension of (FeL)2 in dry THF under 
a blanket of carbon monoxide, followed by slow addition of petroleum 
ether saturated with CO at 0 °C to form microcrystals.29 

Solid FeL(CO)2 can be stored in the air in a desiccator. However, 
solutions of FeL(CO)2 are very oxygen sensitive and they decompose 
to a brown insoluble precipitate. In the absence of oxygen, solutions 
of FeL(CO)2 gradually decompose to (FeL)2. FeL(CO)2 also de
composes slowly in dichloromethane to an intractable oil. Prolonged 
exposure to CH2Cl2 should therefore be avoided during synthesis. As 
described above, this may be accomplished by working quickly or by 
using only THF. 

Anal. Calcd for C10Hi8N2O2S2Fe: C, 37.74; H, 5.70; N, 8.80; S, 
20.15. Found: C, 37.91; H, 5.68; N, 8.85; S, 20.10. 

Ir (Nujol mull, CsI): 2005 (s, br), 1940 (s, br), 1920 (w), 1428, 
1403, 1377, 1365 (sh), 1342 (w), 1302, 1292, 1274 (w), 1263 (w), 
1232, 1216, 1196, 1145 (w), 1124 (w), 1098 (w), 1058 (sh), 1050 (sh), 
1043, 1035, 1025, 1015, 1010, 999 (w), 980 (w), 949, 930, 920 (w), 
910 (w), 882 (w), 865 (w), 762, 735, 684, 661, 612, 580, 543, 531, 502 
(w), 475 (w), 458 (w), 430, 410, 360, 270 cm"1. 

Ir (yco region, CH3CN solution): 2020 (s), 1960 (s), 1930 (vw, sh) 
cm-1. 

NMR: CDCl3, <5 2.2-2.6 (multiplet, 6 H), S 2.7-3.2 (multiplet, 12 
H). 

MS: 20 V, most intense peak m/e 262 (100%); parent peak m/e 318 
(11); 290 (7), 234 (36), 216 (19), 201 (13), 188(27), 145(16). 

Fe(C8H18N2S2J2(CH3NC)2, FeL(CH3NC)2. Approximately 1 ml 
(large excess) of freshly prepared methyl isocyanide in 40 ml of ben
zene was added to 380 mg (0.73 mmol) of (FeL)2. The mixture was 
stirred with warming (~50 0C) until the solution appeared purple, 
then stirring at room temperature was continued overnight. The 
precipitate obtained was filtered, washed with ether and dried in 
vacuo. The yield was 380 mg (76% based on Fe) of purple micro-
crystalline powder. FeL(CH3NC)2 is very air sensitive and should be 
stored under an inert atmosphere. 

Anal. Calcd for C2H24N4S2Fe: C, 41.86; H, 7.03; N, 16.27; S, 
18.62. Found: C, 41.08, H, 6.95; N, 15.89, S, 18.32. 

Gravimetric measurements: 11.0 mg sample; 95 0C, vacuum, 
weight loss is 2.7 mg = 24.6%. Expected weight loss for 
FeL(CH3NC)2 is 23.8%; CH3NC bands lost from ir spectrum. 

Ir (Nujol mull, CsI): 2130 (s, br), 1980 (s, br), 1930 (w), 1407, 
1302, 1291, 1278 (w), 1268 (w), 1229, 1212, 1192, 1143 (w), 1126 
(w), 1100 (w), 1057, 1050, 1035, 1025, 1018, 998 (w), 970 (w), 960 
(w), 944 (mult), 920, 905 (w), 899 (w), 875 (w), 860 (mult, w), 750, 
728, 680, 611 (w), 590 (w, sh), 576 (w), 540 (w), 532 (w), 510, 483 
(w, sh), 470, 450 (w), 417 (w), 395 (w), 340, 300 (w), 288 (w), 278 
(w), 255 (w, mult) cm"1. 

Ir (KCN region, CHCl3 solution): 2150 (s), 2110 (s), 1970 (w) 
cm"1. 

NMR: CDCl3, 5 2.1-2.5 (mult, 6 H), 2.6-3.1 (mult, 12 H), 3.48 
(s, 6H). 

MS: 70 V, as the temperature is raised large quantities of m/e 41 
(CNCH3) are observed with very little m/e 262 (FeL). At higher 

temperatures more m/e 262 is observed. No peak greater than m/e 
262 was observed. At a point where total ion current for m/e 262 is 
maximum, the major peaks are: 262 (12), 234 (3), 216 (3), 201 (2), 
188 (6), 145 (14), 102 (13), 99 (18), 70 (26), 56 (28), 42 (100). 

Fe(C8H18N2S2Xf-C4H9NC)2, FeL(NBuNC)2. A solution of tert-
butyl isocyanide (425 mg, 5.12 mmol) in 30 ml of tetrahydrofuran was 
added to solid (FeL)2 (672 mg, 1.28 mmol). The solution was stirred 
with warming until dissolution of solid occurred and then stirring at 
room temperature was continued overnight. The resulting purple-red 
solution was filtered and the solvent was removed under vacuum. The 
solid remaining was further dried under vacuum yielding 735 mg (67% 
yield based on Fe) of purple crystalline precipitate. The solid is quite 
air sensitive and should be stored under an inert atmosphere. 

Anal. Calcd for C18H36N4S2Fe: C, 50.46; H, 8.47; N, 13.08; S, 
14.97. Found: C, 48.46; H, 8.26; N, 12.50; S, 14.59. 

C, H, and N analyses are consistently low, and it is believed this is 
because some /-BuNC is lost before analysis. /-BuNC can be removed 
from FeL(Z-BuNC)2 quantitatively by heating under vacuum. 

Gravimetric measurements: 45.1 mg sample; 110 0C, vacuum; 
weight loss 17.6 mg = 39.0% loss. Expected weight loss for FeL(Z-
BuNC)2 is 38.8%. The /-BuNC absorptions were lost from the ir 
spectrum (depending on the conditions employed, /-BuNC was not 
always removable. Use of a sublimation apparatus (50 0C) equipped 
with a dry ice-acetone condenser worked quite well leaving a light 
brown precipitate having an ir spectrum identical to that of 
(FeL)2). 

Ir: 2100-2000 (broad, strong mult), 1363, 1305 (w), 1295 (w), 1279 
(w), 1260 (w), 1228, 1203 (br, mult), 1134 (w), 1102 (w), 1059, 1051, 
1040, 1029, 1001 (w), 975 (w), 948, 933, 912, 880, 861, 803 (w, br), 
762, 744, 734, 684, 614 (w), 585 (w), 552, 525 (br) cm"1. 

Ir (ecN region, CH3CN solution): 2170 (w, sh), 2095 (s), 2025 (s), 
1955 (W1Sh)Cm-'. 

NMR: CDCl3, S 1.47 (s, 18 H), 2.0-2.3 (mult, 6 H), 2.5-3.0 (mult, 
12H). 

MS: 26 V; most intense peak m/e 262 (100%), 524 (2), 294 (4), 244 
(25), 216 (44), 201 (33), 188 (54), 172 (28), 145 (91), 102 (22), 99 
(52). No parent ion observed. 

Note: In the mass spectra of the compounds FeL(CO)2 and 
FeL(RNC)2 (R = CH3, /-C4H9NC), the major fragment peaks are 
the same as those found in (FeL)2. 

Results and Discussion 

Synthesis of the Ligands and Their Iron(II) Complexes. As 
reported previously,'7 the ligand 7V,./V'-dimethyl-./V,7V'-bis(2-
mercaptoethyl)ethylenediamine, LH2, can be synthesized by 
mercaptoethylation of A'./V'-dimethylethylenediamine with 
ethylenemonothiocarbonate (eq 1). This route gives moderate 

_ CH9 CH 2 toluene 
(CH3)HNCHOCH2NH(CH3) + 2 1 " I »- LH2 -I- 2CO2 

yields (60%) of impure compound. Ethylenemonothiocarbo
nate loses CO2 to form ethylene sulfide in situ.30 Although 
excess amine was employed to prevent further alkylation of 
product at sulfur (giving thioethers), NMR proton integration 
showed that this reaction still occurred. Infrared spectra of the 
product mixture revealed the presence of carbonyl impurities. 
In addition, a white solid always collected on the condenser, 
interfering with the reaction. This solid had an NMR spectrum 
identical with that of the starting substituted diamine, and 
could be synthesized by addition of CO2 (as dry ice) to the 
diamine. The white solid is presumed to be a carbonate salt, 
(RR 'NH 2 ) 2 C0 3 . 

A superior synthesis of the ligands LH2 and L'H2 in high 
yields results from the stoichiometric addition of ethylene 
sulfide to the appropriate amine, eq 2. This reaction fails if the 
starting diamine is substituted with Zer/-butyl or benzyl instead 
of methyl groups; the ethylene sulfide polymerizes leaving the 
starting amine unreacted. Presumably, attack of amine ni
trogen upon the carbon atom of ethylene sulfide is sterically 
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(CH3)HN(CH2)„NH(CH3) + 2 / \ 
Table I. Mossbauer Parameters for (FeL)2, (FeL')2, and Related 
Compounds 

(CH2)„ 
H3C / 2 \ CH3 

.N N ; 

SH HS' 

(2) 

hindered by the large R groups, allowing ethylene sulfide to 
self-polymerize. 

The iron compounds, (FeL)2 and (FeL')2, Figure 1, were 
synthesized in either of two possible routes: (1) reaction of iron 
pentacarbonyl with the appropriate ligand-disulfide, or (2) 
reaction of ferric acetylacetonate with an excess of ligand-
dithiol. The reactions of metal carbonyl complexes with organic 
disulfides to form metal-thiolate compounds are well known.31 

Disulfides of LH2 and L'H2 were prepared by air oxidation of 
the free ligands. The standard method of disulfide preparation 
by iodine oxidation32 gave an insoluble polymer not suitable 
for further reaction. Stoichiometric reaction with iron penta
carbonyl afforded pure products in low yield (eq 3). 

Fe(CO)5 + Lor L'd (FeL)2 or (FeLO2 (3) 

The reduction of Fe(III) with excess thiol was found to be a 
much better method of synthesis of (FeL)2 and (FeLO2- The 
products of this reaction were isolated to determine its stoi-
chiometry. Based on (1) the recovery of acetylacetone (NMR 
evidence; comparison with authentic material) and (2) the 
reduction in the relative number of sulfhydryl protons to 
non-sulfhydryl protons in the excess ligand recovered (from 
NMR integration), the reaction is suggested to proceed ac
cording to eq 4. As judged by the time it takes for precipitation 

2Fe(acac>a + 3LH2 (FeL)2 + SacacH + Ldi (4) 

of the product, the reaction proceeds at a higher rate when 
excess ligand is used instead of a stoichiometric amount. Excess 
LH2 also improves the yield. 

(FeL)2 and (FeL')2 are obtained as light brown micro-
crystalline solids which should be stored under anaerobic 
conditions. (FeL)2 is quite soluble in dichloromethane and 
chloroform, but it slowly decomposes in these solvents as 
judged by changes in its electronic and ir spectra, and by an 
increase in its magnetic susceptibility.33 It is sparingly soluble 
in benzene, toluene, and dimethylformamide, and essentially 
insoluble in all other common solvents in the absence of air. 
(FeL')2 is much less soluble in all solvents under any condi
tions. 

The mass spectra of (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 show parent peaks 
at m/e 524 and 552, respectively (see Experimental Proce
dure). The most intense peaks occur at m/e 262 and 276, 
however, which correspond to (FeL) and (FeL') monomers. 
These results substantiate their formulation as iron(II) com
plexes and rule out any possibility that the sulfur atoms are 
protonated. Protonated sulfur atoms (thiols) have been ob
served as ligands in iron34 and ruthenium35 compounds. If this 
occurred here, the oxidation state of the iron atoms would be 
lower than two. Further evidence in support of (FeL)2 and 
(FeL')2 as Fe(II) compounds comes from their Mossbauer 
spectra and magnetic properties (vide infra). 

Transition metal complexes of similar N 2 S 2 tetradentate 
ligands have been studied;36-38 however, L and L' appear to 
be the first which contain both saturated nitrogen and thiolate 
groups. Other known ligands contain either thioether or thione 
sulfur and/or unsaturated imine nitrogen donor atoms. The 
compound [Fe(edt)2]2

2 - , where edt = " S C H 2 C H 2 S - , is a 
five-coordinate iron(III) dimer in which the donor atoms are 
all saturated thiolate groups.3940 The coordination geometry 

Compound" 

(FeL)2 

(FeL')2 

Fe(cys) r2H20 
[Fe(dtc)2]2^ 

7( 0K) 

4.2 
77 
87 

195 
Ambient 

4.2 
77 

Ambient 
Ambient 

77 

<5 (mm/s)* 

0.84 
0.83 
0.78 
0.76 
0.71 
0.88 
0.87 
0.76 
0.88 
0.875 

A£Q (mm/s) 

3.57 
3.57 
3.61 
3.48 
3.40 
3.45 
3.42 
3.23 
3.02 
4.19 

" L and L' are defined in the text; cys = cysteinate, 
-SCH2CH(NH3

+)(CO2"-); dtc = diethyldithiocarbamate, 
(C2Hs)2NCS2

-. * Isomer shifts are referred to iron metal. ' H. G. 
Mathur, M. P. Gupta, and C. V. Kavedia, Indian J. Chem., 4, 337 
(1966). d Reference 43. 

in this complex is very similar to that in (FeL)2 and 
(FeLO2.18 '39 

Oxidation and Spin States of (FeL)2 and (FeL'fe. Mossbauer 
effect measurements have been carried out on (FeL)2 and 
(FeLO2 from 4.2 K to room temperature. The results are 
summarized in Table I and typical unperturbed spectra are 
shown in Figure 2. The spectra consist of a single, quadrupole 
split, doublet as expected from the x-ray structural results 
(Figure 1). The additional weak peaks in the spectrum of 
(FeL)2 come from an impurity, and these lines increase in in
tensity if the sample is exposed to air. The (FeL')2 dimer is 
substantially less oxygen sensitive, judging from its Mossbauer 
spectra. 

The observed isomer shift (5) and quadrupole splitting 
( A £ Q ) parameters are consistent with the presence of high-spin 
iron(II),41 and are very similar to those of related high-spin 
ferrous complexes containing nitrogen42 or sulfur43,44 donor 
ligands. A closely related complex is [Fe(S2CNEt2)2]2 , re
cently shown45 to be a sulfur-bridged dimer with pentacoor-
dinate iron atoms in distorted trigonal bipyramidal environ
ment (cf. Figure 1). The isomer shift and quadrupole splitting 
of this complex, Fe(cysteine)2-2H20 (which may also be a 
thiolate-bridged dimer, vide infra), and the (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 

dimers are all similar (Table I). It should be noted that the 
quadrupole splitting is larger for (FeL)2 than for (FeL')2 at 
any given temperature, a result consistent with the more dis
torted geometry of the former.18 

The observed temperature dependence of the isomer shift 
in (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 is expected from the second-order 
Doppler effect.46 The small temperature dependence of the 
quadrupole splittings indicates the presence of thermally ac
cessible excited states over the temperature range. The rela
tively low symmetry of these complexes (departure from tri
gonal bipyramidal geometry as well as bonding anisotropy) 
lifts the degeneracy (in D^h symmetry) of the Ax, and dyz or-
bitals. If the splittings are not large in energy, then excited 
orbital states in (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 will be thermally popu
lated. Although the temperature dependence of the quadrupole 
splitting has been used to deduce orbital splitting in tetrahedral 
iron(II) species,47 the present changes in AEQ with tempera
ture are too small to extract meaningful results. Additional 
evidence for the thermally accessible excited states in (FeL)2 

and (FeL')2 comes from magnetic studies discussed in the 
following paper.14 

Mossbauer effect measurements were also made in the 
presence of an external magnetic field of 60 kOe at 4.2 K for 
both (FeL)2 and (FeLO2 (Figure 3). Comparison to calculated 
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Figure 2. Mossbauer spectra of (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 at 4.2 K. 

spectra shows no enhancement of the splitting with the applied 
field indicating a diamagnetic (S = 0) ground state for both 
(FeL)2 and (FeL')2. This behavior suggests that the iron atoms 
are antiferromagnetically coupled in these compounds. Anti-
ferromagnetic spin exchange was independently verified by 
the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility over 
the temperature range 80 < T < 350 K. In addition, the 
magnetic results revealed substantially greater coupling in 
(FeL)2 than in (FeLO2, the room temperature moments being 
3.4 and 4.2 HB, respectively. It was not possible to fit the sus
ceptibility vs. temperature curves with a simple Heisenberg 
exchange (—2/SpS2),48 however, and a more extensive ex
perimental and theoretical analysis was therefore undertaken. 
The results are discussed separately.14 

The lower energy triplet and higher energy "doublet" 
(Figure 3) in the magnetic Mossbauer spectra demonstrate 
that the principal component of the electric field gradient 
tensor (Vzz) is positive and that the asymmetry parameter is 
zero or small, suggesting nearly axial symmetry.49 Positive V77 

corresponds to an excess of in-plane charge density. This result 
is consistent with the ground state orbitals found from analysis 
of the magnetic susceptibility data (see following paper).14 

Positive V77 has been observed for high spin iron(II) com
pounds, both in trigonal bipyramidal and distorted tetragonal 
pyramidal coordination geometries.43 '49-51 

The possibility that the iron atoms in either (FeL)2 or 
(FeL')2 are in spin equilibrium52 is quite unlikely, based on the 
magnetic and Mossbauer data. The magnetic properties14 

clearly show the iron atoms to have spin state S = 2, a result 
that rules out the possibility of a singlet-triplet spin equilib
rium.53 In the solid state, all known cases of singlet-quintet 
spin equilibria in iron(II) compounds exhibit two quadrupole 
doublets over the temperature range.54 The two species in 
different spin states have distinctly different Mossbauer pa
rameters, and the relative intensities of the two quadrupole 
doublets change with temperature as the relative population 
of spin states changes. The absence of two quadrupole doublets 
in the Mossbauer spectra of (FeL)2 and (FeL')2, therefore, 
demonstrates that a spin equilibrium does not occur. 

Measurements of the electronic spectra of (FeL)2 and 
(FeL') 2 are made difficult by the extremely low solubility of 
these compounds. Solid state spectra, obtained by using Nujol 
mulls of the compounds, were recorded in the region 300-2000 
nm. Solution spectra of (FeL)2 in dimethylformamide could 
also be measured. Extinction coefficients were not determined 
owing to the low solubility. The spectra are very similar for 
both compounds and the positions of the bands observed are 
given in Table II. 

The visible region of the spectra is dominated by strong 
charge transfer bands. Aliphatic amine complexes of iron(II) 
show only weak absorptions in the visible region.55'56 Thus, the 
strong absorptions observed are assigned to iron-sulfur charge 
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Figure 3. Magnetically perturbed Mossbauer spectra of (FeL)2 and 
(FeL')2 at 4.2 K. 

Table II. Electronic Spectra of (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 

Dimethylformamide 
Solid (Nujol mull)" solution0 

Compound (cm-1) (cm-1) 

(FeL)2 ~10 000 MO 000 
18 500(sh)* 18 500 
23 300 (sh) 22 700 
30 300 30 300 

(FeL')2 - 10 000 
18 500(sh)* 
22 700 (sh) 
31 300 

" The relative intensity of the bands increases with decreasing 
wavelength. * This band (shoulder) is barely discernible. c Saturated 
solutions were prepared by letting solid samples stand in DMF under 
nitrogen atmosphere for several days. 

transfer transitions. Both compounds show a broad d-d ab
sorption (weak) at about 1000 nm in the region found for 
high-spin iron(II).42 '43 This band occurs at 9500 cm - 1 for 
[Fe(S 2 CNEt 2 ^h, 4 3 which is structurally related to (FeL)2 

and (FeLO2, as discussed above. The ligand field splitting in 
the three compounds must therefore be very similar. The 
spectra of (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 did not show a band ~6000 
cm - 1 that is sometimes observed in the dithiocarbamate di
nners.43 If one is there, it is too weak to observe at room tem
perature under the conditions of our measurements. 

Binding of Carbon Monoxide and Alkyl Isocyanides to 
(FeL)2. The pentacoordinate (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 dimers con
tain two formally 16-electron iron atoms; thus they are both 
coordinatively unsaturated and have the potential to bind ad
ditional ligands. It was of interest to see what effect, if any, the 
structural differences in (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 have upon their 
reaction chemistry. Both compounds were therefore allowed 
to react with carbon monoxide. In the case of (FeL)2, a re
versible reaction with CO takes place, but no reaction occurs 
with (FeL')2 under the conditions employed. 

Many examples of reversible reaction of carbon monoxide 
with transition metal complexes have appeared in the litera
ture.1 2 5 7 '5 8 The reaction of CO with (FeL)2 involves a mo-
nomer-dimer equilibrium between FeL(CO)2 and (FeL)2 (eq 
5). 

(FeL)2 + 4CO «=* 2FeL(CO)2 (5) 

When a suspension of (FeL)2 in methanol or benzene is 
heated (60 0C) and bubbled vigorously with carbon monoxide, 
a deep red solution develops. An infrared spectrum shows two 
strong sharp CO absorption bands at 1970 and 2030 cm - 1 (in 
methanol); however, workup under a nitrogen atmosphere in 
these solvents results in gradual loss of the red color and iso-
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lation of starting material, (FeL)2. Alternatively, when (FeL)2 
is "dissolved" in dichloromethane at room temperature ((FeL)2 
reacts slowly with CH2CI2, but this reaction does not appear 
to interfere), and the solution is immediately bubbled with CO 
and warmed, the deep red solution (same ir) develops within 
seconds. Addition of toluene, followed by preferential removal 
of CH2Cl2 by bubbling with nitrogen gas while heating, causes 
precipitation of crystals of (FeL)2 (as identified by its infrared 
spectrum, solubility characteristics, and room temperature 
magnetic moment of 3.2 ^B)- This cycle of reversing the re
actions alternatively between (FeL) 2 and the carbonyl adduct 
in CH2Cl2-toluene can be repeated three times with recovery 
of 87% of starting material. 

If tetrahydrofuran (THF) is used as solvent under a carbon 
monoxide atmosphere, the red crystalline solid FeL(CO)2 can 
be isolated in high yield. FeL(CO)2 is diamagnetic and is stable 
in air in the solid state. It can be dried in vacuo without loss of 
carbon monoxide; however, quantitative loss of CO occurs 
above 80 0C in vacuo as judged by gravimetric measurements 
and loss of the carbonyl stretching bands in the infrared 
spectrum (the ir of the remaining solid is identical with that 
of (FeL)2). The elemental analysis confirms the formulation 
as FeL(CO)2, which is also substantiated by the mass spec
trum. Stepwise loss of CO is evident in the mass spectrum and 
the most intense peak is the (FeL) monomer at m/e 262. 

The presence of two strong carbonyl absorption bands in the 
infrared spectrum of FeL(CO)2 suggests a cis stereochemistry 
for the CO ligands. In addition, the infrared spectra of both 
solid and solution samples always have an additional weak 
absorption band at about 1920 cm"1. The proton NMR 
spectrum of FeL(C0)2 is similar to that of the free ligand L 
except for the /V-methyl resonances which are a poorly resolved 
broad multiplet. The infrared and NMR spectra suggest that 
more than one species is present, which could be due to the li
gand wrapping, a small amount of the trans isomer, and/or 
FeL(CO). From the predominant intense ir doublet, however, 
the main species is assigned as six-coordinate FeL(C0)2 with 
cis carbonyl groups. 

In the synthesis of (FeL)2 from Fe(CO)s and Ldisuifide, eq 
3, a red color developed during the course of the reaction. A 
spectrum of the reaction mixture in the visible region showed 
a band at 518 nm. FeL(CO)2 also shows a band in the visible 
at 518 nm. Since FeL(CO)2 decomposes in solution under 
nitrogen to (FeL)2, the observations cited above suggest that 
FeL(CO)2 is an intermediate in the synthesis of (FeL)2 from 
iron pentacarbonyl. It should be noted that no red color was 
observed in the analogous synthesis of (FeL')2. 

The ease with which FeL(CO)2 reverts back to (FeL)2 
provides a method of purification of this relatively insoluble 
dimer. Synthesis of the dicarbonyl adduct, followed by con
trolled decomposition, yields crystalline (FeL)2. 

The reaction of methyl or tert-b\xiy\ isocyanide with (FeL)2 
affords bis(isocyanide) complexes similar to FeL(CO)2. Ad
dition of an excess of freshly prepared CH3NC to a suspension 
of (FeL)2 in benzene yields a diamagnetic (NMR criterion), 
purple microcrystalline solid formulated as FeL(CH3NC)2. 
The similar reaction of f-BuNC in THF gives the purple solid 
FeL(^-BuNC)2 (also diamagnetic). In both cases, recrystal-
lization usually led to decomposition; thus physical charac
terization was carried out on the crude products. In the pres
ence of air, both the solids and solutions of FeL(CHsNC)2 and 
FeL(^-BuNC)2 turn to a brown color and become paramag
netic (Faraday measurements on the solid). At least in the case 
of FeL(CHsNC)2, qualitative experiments demonstrated that 
it can be synthesized directly by replacement of CO by 
CH3NC in the complex FeL(CO)2. 

The chemical analyses for both isocyanide derivatives, 
particularly the carbon and hydrogen analyses, are somewhat 
low indicating possible loss of RNC from the compounds. 

However, proton NMR integration and gravimetric mea
surements (quantitative removal of RNC) confirm the for
mulation FeL(RNC)2. The absence of infrared stretching vi
brations in the 1600-1800-cm_1 region rule out the possibility 
of bridging isocyanide groups. The infrared spectra of both 
isocyanide derivatives show a broad, strong doublet in the 
2000-cm_1 region, implying a cis configuration of RNC 
groups. In FeL(CHaNC)2 there is another weak but prominent 
band at 1970 cm -1 (CHCI3 solution) indicating the presence 
of another or other isomers. FeL(I-BuNC)2 does not show this 
band, but the breadth of the doublet observed does not rule out 
the possibility that additional isomers are present. As in the 
case of FeL(CO)2, the NMR spectrum shows multiple reso
nances in the TV-methyl region of L. The ?err-butyl and methyl 
proton resonances in the NMR spectra occur as singlets and 
are found in the region expected for coordinated isocyanide 
groups.59 Under the conditions used, mass spectra of 
FeL(RNC)2 do not show parent ions, but give m/e 262 (FeL 
monomer) as the most intense peak. Free isocyanide (CH3NC 
or f-BuNC) was also observed in the mass spectra, but it comes 
off at lower temperatures than required to observe the (FeL) 
monomer. 

Quantitative removal of RNC from FeL(RNC)2 was ef
fected by heating under vacuum giving a material with an in
frared spectrum identical with (FeL)2. Attempts to remove 
RNC from FeL(RNC)2 in solution to generate (FeL)2, how
ever, were unsuccessful. 

It should be noted that reaction of either CH3NC or /-
BuNC with (FeL')2 was not observed under similar conditions 
to the reactions with (FeL)2. 

Comparison with Iron(II) Cysteinate and Related Com
pounds. The properties of FeL(CO)2 including its color, in
frared spectrum, and ability to lose CO reversibly, resemble 
those of the known iron(II) cysteinate complex bis(cystein-
ato)dicarbonyliron(II),8,10'12 which also loses carbon monoxide 
reversibly giving bis(cysteinato)iron(II).8,12 By analogy to the 
known structure of (FeL)2,'s the iron(II) cysteinate complex 
may also be a thiolate bridged dimer. Cysteine is thought to 
bond through nitrogen and sulfur in the dicarbonyl adduct,13 

in which case the ligand donor atoms in (FeL)2 and bis(cys-
teinato)iron(II) would be the same. Room temperature mea
surements10 show that the magnetic moment of bis(cystein-
ato)iron(II) is 4.74 JUB, which is lower than that expected for 
high spin iron (II). This suggests the possibility of spin coupling 
in a dimeric complex. The Mossbauer effect parameters are 
also comparable to those of (FeL)2 (Table I). 

FeL(CO)2 is also similar to the dicarbonylbis(dialkyldi-
thiocarbamato)iron(II) complexes, Fe(CO)2(S2CNR2)2.60 

These compounds have cis carbonyl groups and can be derived 
from bis(dialkyldithiocarbamato)iron(II),43 which has been 
shown to be a pentacoordinate sulfur bridged dimer for the 
ethyl derivative.45 As discussed above, the spectral, magnetic, 
and Mossbauer properties43-44 of [Fe(R2NCS2)2]2 (R = Et, 
n-Pr, n-Bu) are strikingly similar to those of (FeL)2 and 
(FeL')2. Reversibility in the reaction of carbon monoxide with 
the (dithiocarbamato)iron(II) complexes has not yet been 
reported, however. 

Recently, the reversible reaction of an iron-dithiolene 
complex, [Fe(S2C2(CF3)2)2]2, with carbon monoxide has been 
described yielding a monomeric pentacoordinate carbonyl 
complex, Fe[S2C2(CF3)2]2(CO). This is analogous to the 
(FeL)2-FeL(CO)2 equilibrium since it also involves a dimer-
monomer interconversion;58 however, the carbonyl complex 
formed has only one CO group. 

Concluding Remarks 
The x-ray structural studies on (FeL)2 and (FeL')2 dem

onstrated the influence of ligand steric constraints on the 
geometries of these complexes (Figure I).18 Mossbauer, 
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magnetic, and electronic spectral properties of (FeL)2 and 
(FeL')2 show the iron atoms to be in the +2 oxidation state 
with a high spin configuration. This oxidation and spin state 
gives rise to longer metal-ligand bond lengths compared to a 
low spin configuration or to iron in the +3 oxidation state.61 

The long metal-ligand bonds produce constrained N,N'- and 
N,S-chelate ring angles, especially in (FeL)2. The extra 
methylene group in the N,N'-chelate ring of (FeL')2 relieves 
the steric constraint, resulting in the differences in the physical 
properties of the two compounds as described here and in the 
following paper.14 

An important driving force in the conversion of (FeL)2 to 
its carbonyl and isocyanide derivatives is the generation of low 
spin, six-coordinate 18-electron complexes from high spin, 
coordinatively unsaturated 16-electron metal centers. The high 
to low spin conversion occurring in eq 5 and the analogous 
isocyanide reaction produces compounds FeL(CO)2 and 
FeL(RNC)2 in which the metal-ligand bond distances should 
be substantially shorter.61 The shortened Fe-N bonds require 
opening of the N-Fe-N chelate ring angle to near octahedral 
angles (90°) (see discussion, ref 18), thus relieving the steric 
constraints. 

It is possible that steric constraints can account for differ
ences in the reaction chemistry of (FeL)2 and (FeL')2- The 
x-ray structure of (FeL')2 shows it to have a less constrained 
coordination geometry (Figure 1) and it does not appear to 
react with CO or RNC.62 The relative ease of formation of the 
iron(II) cysteinate carbonyl adduct from Fe(cys)2 should be 
noted in this context, however, and it would be interesting to 
know the structure of the compound Fe(cys)2-2H20. 
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